In 2022, the Maryina Roscha station will be opened

21.02.2022, Moscow

The construction of the Maryina Roscha Big Circle Line (BCL) station will be completed and the eponymous Moscow Central Diameter (MCD) station will be opened in 2022. Thanks to the Maryina Roscha transport hub, 129 thousand Moscow residents will receive new routes.

At the Maryina Roscha BCL station will be placed the longest escalator in the Moscow Metro and one of the longest in the world — 130 meters long. The neighbouring metro station of the metro Line 10 will become unloaded by 14%. In 2024, trains of the perspective MCD-4 will stop at the Maryina Roscha transport hub.

“On behalf of the Moscow Mayor, we are not just opening new stations, but creating comfortable transport hubs for passengers. With the opening of Maryina Roscha BCL station and the eponymous MCD-2 station, 48,000 residents will have a new transport hub within walking distance and convenient routes. Trips to the neighboring areas will be faster by 10-15 minutes. There will be fewer cars on the Sheremetyevskaya Street and the Third Transport Circle (TTC) – there the traffic will be unloaded up to 5%. In general, after the full launch of the BCL, the trips of 3.3 million Moscow citizens will become faster. Now more than 500 thousand people a day use the opened stations of the Big Circle Line», – noted Maksim Liksutov, the Deputy Mayor of Moscow for Transport.

The Moscow Transport Twitter account https://twitter.com/mostransport_en